MONEY

retailers. In this country most of us
spend Christmas a long way from our
cultural roots, and these traditions took
hold to help bond us together.
Some rituals have been made crass
over the years, but there are still some
which add magic to the season. The
trick is to not to let your credit card fall
under the spell too. So here are my 10
tips for festive spending that will be kind
to both your wallet and the planet...

Share the cheer
Follow a green and red theme to make this
Christmas a season of suitable spending,
suggests Finance Editor Susanna Stuart
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Next

Stay out of the red, and think green.
1 Reduce trash. Focus on fewer,
quality gifts. Set a price limit.
2 Choose a theme. Perhaps give
books or food. It shows thought.
3 It’s all about others, isn’t it? Avoid
the temptation to spend on yourself
while Christmas shopping.
4 Conservation measure. Use a debit
card and cash rather than a credit
card – this way you stay debt free.
5 Use the internet. Do some research
online and you’ll often find the best
prices and more unusual presents.
6 Shop local. It saves time, sets a
theme and puts you in touch with
your community. Or go creative
and choose local art and design on
sites such as Clever Bastards, www.
cleverbastards.co.nz.
7 Plan ahead. Think strategically –
work out a budget for what you will
spend on presents.
8 Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth.
Make use of shops that go the extra
mile, like offering free gift wrapping.
9 Secret Santa. If you belong to a
large family, do ‘Secret Santa’ where
everybody buys one present for a
name drawn out of the hat. You can
even cap the amount that is spent.
10 Avoid HP. Hire purchase deals can
be very costly if you break the terms.
You don’t need that stress. N
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